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This manuscript presents a difficult editorial decision. On the one hand the authors
have made all of this data available and provided a very adequate description (as both
reviewers seem to agree). The authors have also responded extensively and for the
most part comprehensively to reviewer comments. Difficulties to find reviewers for this
topic indicate that we need to credit those reviewers who did offer their expertise. On
the first round, neither reviewer showed great enthusiasm for the data or its presenta-
tion but both indicated usefulness.

After revision, one reviewer remains dissatisfied. The remaining concern seems to
center on comparison of the present data to prior data (Rist 1999). Unfortunately the
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remaining dispute confuses technical issues - of the interpretation of the data itself -
with responsiveness issues - have the authors responded sufficiently and honestly?

The manuscript as I read it does seem to provide sufficient response. About the tech-
nical issues I can not judge but I believe making the data and the reviews available will
allow others to make their own judgements.

Fundamentally, I come back to the original assessments of both reviewers - acceptable
with some improvements. Unusual data, with not many comparison data available, but
openly shared. Accepting that a technical dispute remains, I can not otherwise find a
clear reason requiring rejection.
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